
 
 

This tour, driven by popular request, is a follow up to our popular 
Caffeine Overload Long Haul Tour. 

Join the caffeine addicts again on this special tour flying through both 
days and nights with no flight shorter than 9 hours. The route follows real 
world flight schedules to some of the expected long-haul hubs, but it also 



stops in a few out of the way places you might not expect.   We’ll be 
flying the same schedules as the real-world flights.  The aircraft and time 
of day they fly is indicated in our schedule. It is permissible to use any 
aircraft that can make the distance.  You may also use any livery – just 
hop in something and fly! 

Airports and Scenery 

You’ll find a payware for many of the airports on the route from any of 
the popular online stores if you feel spendy. 
_____________________________________________ 

There are freeware sceneries available for several of the airports from 
the usual sources, i.e. Flyaway, Avsim, Freeware sceneries.  

 

Click here for the SkyVector route 
Sign Up & Flying  

Make sure to sign in and click on the tour button. Find the tour, click 
details and then sign up to register. (Your name should appear in the 
participants list below) Make sure you fly the correct flight Numbers. 
You can use the new Book All button to easily add all flights to your 
SmartCars flight list.  Flights can also be added one by one by clicking the 

https://flyawaysimulation.com/
http://library.avsim.net/
http://www.freewarescenery.com/
https://skyvector.com/?ll=40.64285770236501,-73.78124999339344&chart=301&zoom=16&fpl=%20KJFK%20WSSS%20NZAA%20RJAA%20OMDB%20KIAH%20LTBA%20FAOR%20EGLL%20KSFO%20RPLL%20CYVR%20YSSY%20VHHH%20UUEE%20KLAX%20SCEL%20LEMD%20SAEZ%20EDDF%20RKSI


links on the tour details page. Click the refresh button on the SmartCars 
Flights if already open. See below for help finding buttons and links. 

 

 

All you have to do is grab your favorite energy 
drink and fly.  

 

 



 

Thanks to Skipper Oakes, DAL2682 for the tour concept and 
helping out with routing! 

This tour will be open until at least 
1 September 2022 

 


